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Switching current measurements of large area Josephson tunnel junctions
A. Wallraff,a) A. Lukashenko, C. Coqui, A. Kemp, T. Duty,b) and A. V. Ustinov
Physikalisches Institut III, Universita¨t Erlangen–Nürnberg, D-91058 Erlangen, Germany

~Received 6 March 2003; accepted 21 April 2003!

We have developed a scheme for high resolution measurements of the switching current distribution
of a current-biased Josephson tunnel junction using a timing technique. In the measurement setup
digital control and read-out electronics are galvanically isolated from the analog sample bias
electronics by an optical fiber link. We have successfully used this technique to investigate thermal
activation and macroscopic quantum tunneling of the phase in a high-quality 535 mm2

Nb–Al/AlOx– Nb Josephson tunnel junction with a critical current ofI c'325 mA. At temperatures
above the cross over temperature ofT .'280 mK the escape is dominated by thermal activation.
Due to the high quality factor of the junction (Q'95), the escape temperature is noticeably
affected by the thermal prefactor. At temperatures belowT ., the value of which agrees well with
the theoretical predictions, the escape of the phase by quantum mechanical tunneling is observed.
The presented technique can be employed to characterize current-biased Josephson tunnel junctions
for applications in quantum information processing. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current-biased Josephson tunnel junction is an id
system with which to study both thermal activation a
quantum tunneling in a controllable experimen
environment.1 The dynamics of such a junction are equiv
lent to those of a particle in a tilted washboard potentia2,3

The process of particle escape from a metastable state in
system can be characterized by analyzing the transition
the particle from a state in which it is localized in a potent
well to a state in which it runs down the potential. Th
corresponds to a transition of the Josephson junction fro
superconducting zero-voltage state to a finite voltage sta
the presence of applied bias current. At high temperatu
escape is dominated by thermal activation across
barrier,4,5 at low temperatures it is determined by quantu
tunneling through the barrier.6 The rate at which the particle
escapes from the well depends on details of the shape o
potential, dissipation in the system, and the temperatur
the thermal bath to which the system is coupled.

Thermal activation~TA! in a current-biased Josephso
junction has been studied both theoretically and experim
tally for large damping,7,8 intermediate to low damping,9–11

and extremely low damping.11,12 At low temperatures the
quantum mechanical properties of Josephson junctions h
been investigated in relation to macroscopic quantum tun
ing ~MQT!,13–15 energy level quantization~ELQ!,12,16,17and
macroscopic quantum coherence~MQC!.18–20 Recently, the
quantum mechanical properties of Josephson junction
tems have gained renewed interest in view of their poss
application to solid state quantum informatio
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processing.21–25 The prospect of superconducting devic
that contain Josephson junctions for use as carriers of q
tum information has been strengthened by recent encou
ing experimental results.19,20,26–31

In this article we present a measurement technique
is implemented for the characterization of quantum prop
ties of current-biased Josephson tunnel junctions which
be used as phase qubits.19,20 The measurement scheme
based on a high resolution measurement of the junctio
switching current9 using a timing technique. The measur
ment setup was tested by performing measurements of
thermal activation and quantum tunneling of the phase i
Josephson junction.

In Sec. II, the Stewart–McCumber model that describ
the dynamics of the phase in a Josephson junction is bri
reviewed in relation to thermal activation and quantum tu
neling of the phase. The measurement technique and
setup implemented are described in Sec. III. The switch
current distributions acquired to test the setup are prese
in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, data in the thermal regime are a
lyzed, the crossover temperature to the quantum regim
determined, and the measured switching current distributi
are compared to quantum predictions. Finally, the results
discussed in Sec. VI.

II. MODEL

In the Stewart–McCumber model,2,3 the dynamics of a
current-biased Josephson tunnel junction are described b
equation of motion for the phase difference,f,

CS F0

2p D 2

f̈1
1

R S F0

2p D 2

ḟ1I c

F0

2p
sin~f!2I

F0

2p
50, ~1!

whereF0 is the magnetic flux quantum. In Eq.~1!, C is the
effective shunt capacitance andR is the effective shunt re-
sistance of the junction embedded in the bias circuitry;1 see
Fig. 1~a!. I c is the fluctuation free critical current of th
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3741Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 8, August 2003 Switching currents of Josephson junctions
junction and I is the externally applied bias current. Th
equation of motion, Eq.~1!, is equivalent to damped motio
of a particle of massm5C(F0/2p)2 in an external potentia
U(f) along the generalized coordinatef,

mf̈1m
1

RC
ḟ1

]U~f!

]f
50. ~2!

In Eq. ~2! the damping coefficient is 1/RC and the potential
is given by

U~f!52EJ~gf1cosf!, ~3!

where EJ5F0I c/2p is the Josephson coupling energy a
g5I /I c is the normalized bias current.U(f) is a cosinusoi-
dal potential, Eq.~3!, with amplitude proportional toEJ ,
which is tilted proportionally to the bias currentg applied.
Because of these propertiesU(f) is often called a wash
board potential.

In the absence of thermal and quantum fluctuations
for bias currentsg,1, the junction is in the zero-voltag
state, which corresponds to the particle being localized
one of the potential wells@see Fig. 1~b!#. At finite tempera-
tures T.0, the particle may escape from the well at bi
currentsg,1 by thermally activated processes8–10,32–34and
also by quantum tunneling through the barrier.12–15,35 The
rate at which both processes occur depends on the ba
height

U052EJ@A12g22g arccos~g!#, ~4!

the oscillation frequency of the particle at the bottom of t
well,

v05A]2U/]f2

m
5vp~12g2!1/4, ~5!

and damping in the junction. Herevp5A2pI c /F0C is the
plasma frequency. Forg→1, Eq.~4! can be approximated a

U0'EJ

4&

3
~12g!3/2. ~6!

At high temperatures the escape of the particle from
well is dominated by thermally activated processes, wh
occur at a bias-current dependent rate of4,5

FIG. 1. ~a! Resistive, capacitively shunted junction~RCSJ! model.~b! U vs
f calculated for a junction with the parameters used in the experiments
bias ofg50.995. Barrier heightU0 and oscillation frequencyv0 are indi-
cated. Numerically calculated energy levels and the square of wave f
tions are shown.
d
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v0

2p
expS 2

U0

kBTD , ~7!

whereat is a temperature and damping dependent ther
prefactor.

As the temperatureT is lowered, thermal activation is
exponentially suppressed. At temperatures below the
called crossover temperatureT!5\v0/2pkB the quantum
tunneling rate of the particle through the barrier exceeds
thermal activation rate.36 The tunneling rate of the phase
calculated within the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin~WKB!
approximation for a particle of massm tunneling through the
potential barrier described byU. The effect of damping with
the characteristic coefficienta51/(2RCv0)51/(2Q),
whereQ5v0RC is the quality factor of the junction, is con
sidered in terms of coupling to a bath of harmon
oscillators.6,37,38The tunneling rate is then given by

Gq5A exp~2B!, ~8!

with

A5A60v0S B

2p D 1/2

@11O~a!#, ~9!

B5
36U0

5\v0
@111.74a1O~a2!#. ~10!

As in Eq. ~7!, the values ofGq , U0 , andv0 depend onI .
At low temperatures and small damping the energy

the small oscillations of the phase at the bottom of the we
quantized; see Fig. 1~b!. Quantization of the energy level ha
been observed experimentally both below12,17 and above
T!.16,39

III. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE AND SETUP

The escape of the phase in a Josephson tunnel junctio
experimentally investigated by measuring the statistics
switching of the junction from its zero-voltage state to
finite voltage state. There are two different well establish
methods that one can use to perform the measurement. In
first method, a bias current applied to the junction is ramp
up at a constant rateİ and the currentI at which the junction
switches from its zero-voltage to a finite voltage state
recorded.9 The probability distributionP(I ) of such switch-
ing currents is found by accumulating a large number
measurements ofI and generating a histogram. Using th
P(I ) distribution, the bias current dependent escape
G(I ) can be reconstructed as9

G~ I !5
İ

DI
ln

* I
`P~ I 8!dI8

* I 1DI
` P~ I 8!dI8

. ~11!

The results can be compared with the theoretical predicti
of Eqs.~7! and~8!. In the second method, a fixed bias curre
I ,I c is applied to the junction at an initial timet and the
time delayDt until a voltage across the junction appears
determined.18,40 From statistical distribution of the time
measuredDt, the lifetimet(I ) of the junction in the zero-
voltage state may be determined. The inverse of the lifet
t(I ) corresponds to the escape rateG(I ).

nd

c-
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the measurement setup.~A detailed explanation is found in the text.!
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We have developed an experimental setup to investig
the transition of a Josephson tunnel junction from its ze
voltage to a finite voltage state using a high resolution m
surement of its switching current distribution. In our set
the switching current is determined by measuring the ti
delay between zero crossing of a linear bias current ra
applied to the sample and switching of the junction to
finite voltage state. The measurement is performed with h
precision using a universal time interval counter based o
20 GHz time base. The timing approach to the current m
surement allows us to isolate the analog sample biasing e
tronics from the digital control electronics using an optic
fiber link, which dramatically reduces electromagnetic int
ference and noise in the setup.

Here in Sec. III A the components of the setup are d
cussed in detail starting with the sample cell mounted at
cold finger of the dilution refrigerator, the cold and war
filters in the dc-bias lines, the room temperature analog e
tronics, the optical fiber link, and finally digital control an
the data acquisition electronics. A schematic of the layou
the setup is shown in Fig. 2. We also discuss the cur
resolution achievable with this technique.

A. Sample cell and wiring

The sample, typically fabricated on a 535 mm2 oxi-
dized Si chip, is mounted in a hermetic copper cell th
shields it from electromagnetic radiation in the environme
The sample cell is thermally anchored on the cold finger o
dilution refrigerator.

To current bias the junction and measure the volta
across it, four wires are fed through microwave filters in
the sample cell. In the cell the wires are thermally ancho
and connected via wire bonds to the junction. Each mic
wave filter section is made from a commercially availabl41

1 m long, 0.5 mm diam lossy stainless steel coaxial line w
a 50 V/m Ni/Cr ~80%/20%! inner conductor. This type o
filter, also called a thermocoax filter,42 has attenuation o
more than 50 dB/m at frequencies above 1 GHz and is
te
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rectly soldered into the wall of the sample cell. Alternative
we have used copper powder microwave filters12 consisting
of a few meters of resistive wire coiled up in a 10 cm lo
copper tube filled with 10mm grain-size copper powder an
mounted in the wall of the cell. To minimize heating of th
filters at large bias currents, the total dc resistance of
filter may be adjusted by choosing appropriate wire cr
sections or materials. We have designed these filters to h
attenuation of more than 50 dB per section above 1 GHz.
additional wires required for heaters, temperature sens
coils, etc. were fed into the cell through microwave filters
either type. An alternative type of cryogenic microwave fi
ter, not tested in our setup, is based on a microfabrica
distributedRLC circuit.43

From the sample cell the bias leads are passed to the
stage of the cryostat in a tightly twisted loom of superco
ducting wires, which is thermally anchored at a number
points. All wires are fed through a low passRC-filter stage,
which is thermally anchored at the 1 K pot and realized with
surface mounted components. TheRC filters have a 3 dB
cutoff frequency of approximately 50 kHz.

The wiring is further fed to the top of the cryostat in
loom of twisted copper pairs in a shield separated from
sensor and control wiring of the cryostat. At room tempe
ture all wires are passed through low passp-type
feedthrough filters with cutoff frequency of about 10 MH
After the last filtering stage the wires are separated i
shielded pairs which are connected to the analog batt
powered bias electronics.

B. Analog electronics, data acquisition, and digital
control

The switching current measurement is performed
ramping up the bias current at fixed rateİ starting from a
small negative bias; see Fig. 3~a!. Zero crossing of the cur-
rent is detected using a trigger circuit set to threshold curr
I th which produces a start pulse for the time measuremen
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3743Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 8, August 2003 Switching currents of Josephson junctions
t5tstart; Fig. 3~c!. The drop in voltage across the junction
detected by a second trigger circuit set to a threshold volt
of Vth ; Fig. 3~b!, which generates a stop pulse att5tstop.
The switching currentI is then determined to beI 5 İ t,
wheret5tstop2tstart is the time measured, see Fig. 3~c!. Af-
ter the switching current has been detected the bias curre
reset to its initial value in order to reduce heating of t
sample to a minimum.

The sample is current biased using a voltage contro
current source with selectable output current ranges.
source currentI is proportional to the input voltageVI , in in
the range of210 to 10 V. The control voltageVI , in is a
sawtooth wave form with an adjustable voltage ramp r
generated by charging a capacitor with constant current.
sawtooth signal is started by a digital trigger signal at the
input ~S!. The voltage ramp is stopped by a digital trigg
signal at the reset input~R!; see Fig. 2.

The current flowing through the sample is monitored
measuring the drop in voltageVI across the biasing resisto
RI using an instrumentation amplifier. The spectral density
the voltage noiseSV

I in VI has been determined to be le
than 20 nV/AHz. In the 0–100 kHz band this amounts to
root mean square~rms! value ofdVI ,rms'6 mV.

The drop in voltageV across the junction is measure
using a fast field effect transistor~FET! instrumentation am-
plifier. The spectral density of the voltage noise of the a
plifier was measured with the sample biased in the ze
voltage state and connected to the input of the ampli
operated at a gain ofGV5103. The inferred input noise leve
of SV'13 nV/AHz at 10 kHz is close to the specifications
the amplifier. AtGV5103 the noise level rolls off at 50 kHz
in agreement with the specified bandwidth of the amplifi
The inferred rms input voltage noise in the full band
dVrms'6 mV.

FIG. 3. Principle behind measurement:~a! Bias current vs time. The critica
currentI c and current trigger thresholdI th are indicated.~b! Measured volt-
age vs time. The gap voltageVg and the voltage trigger thresholdVth are
indicated.~c! Trigger signalsVTTL andVI ,TTL vs time. The rising edges o
both signals are indicated bytstart andtstop, respectively. Respective simpli
fied circuit diagrams are shown in the insets.
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Both voltagesVI and V are fed to two independen
Schmidt triggers with adjustable threshold voltage and h
teresis. The current trigger is calibrated to generate a tran
tor transistor logic~TTL! pulseVI ,TTL upon zero-crossing o
the bias current, i.e., at the threshold currentI th50 corre-
sponding to the threshold voltageVI ,th5RII th . The voltage
trigger generates a TTL pulseVTTL at the voltage threshold
Vth'400 mV when the junction switches from the zero
voltage to a finite voltage state. The integrated input volta
noise of the comparators used in the trigger circuits
dVtrig,rms'20 mV. The trigger hysteresis is adjusted to avo
noise voltage induced triggering. The voltage trigger sig
VTTL is also used to stop the current ramp. To avoid a grou
loop the reset input of the sawtooth generator is galvanic
decoupled using an optical isolator.

All analog electronics components described above h
been specifically designed and implemented for these m
surements. The supply voltage is delivered by lead batte
Ground loops are avoided by careful design of the wiri
and by optical isolation. All electronics are grounded a
single grounding point on the top of the cryostat. The c
ostat and the analog electronics are placed inside a stain
steel shielded room. The pumping lines of the cryostat
galvanically isolated from the gas handling system and
pumps. The cryostat is connected to the shielded ro
through the pumping lines.

To perform the timing measurement of the current, t
trigger signalsVI ,TTL andVTTL are converted to digital opti-
cal pulses and passed via optical fibers out of the shiel
room. There, both optical signals are converted back to T
level electrical signals.

The repetition raten I of the experiment is set, by a pe
riodic TTL level square wave, which is converted to an o
tical signal and then passed via an optical fiber link into
shielded room, where it starts the current ramp. In each c
of the measurement the bias current is increased at a fi

rate İ until switching currentI is reached.
The optically decoupled current and voltage trigger s

nals are then supplied to the start and stop inputs of a
versal time interval counter to measure the timet5tstart

2tstop between the trigger signals with a resolution of a

proximately 25 ps. Having calibrated the current ramp ratİ

the switching current can be calculated asI 5 İ t.
Similar time-based methods for measuring the junctio

critical current at a constant current ramp rate32,33 or the
lifetime of the zero-voltage state of a junction at a const
applied bias current18,40 have been implemented earlier b
other groups.

The time interval counter44 used in our setup allows
‘‘on-the-fly’’ generation of switching current histogram
from the acquired data during the measurement. This fea
is very useful for online monitoring of switching current hi
tograms under changing experimental conditions, e.g., w
doing spectroscopic measurements by applying microw
radiation to the sample or when searching for parasitic no
sources.

The temperature control system of the dilution refrige
tor, which measures and controls the sample temperatur
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the range between 20 mK and 4.2 K, is installed in
shielded room. It is powered either by two lead batteries
via an isolation transformer. The electrical ground of the c
troller is anchored to the cryostat. The temperature contro
is computer controlled via an optical fiber link.

C. Current resolution

First, we discuss theinstrumental limit of the current
resolution attainable with our setup imposed by the limi
time resolution of the counter. Second, we consider theprac-
tical limits put on the current resolution due to the noi
properties of the analog bias electronics.

Our timing method has a highinstrumentalcurrent reso-
lution of dI inst5 İ •25 ps. In this schemedI inst is proportional
to the current ramp rate but independent of the actual va
of the measured current. For typical ramp rates between
and 1 A/s, used in the experiments presented here,instru-
mental current resolutionbetweendI inst52.5 and 25 pA can
be achieved. If we were to use a 16 bit analog to dig
~A/D! converter for direct current measurements we wo
expect an instrumental resolution ofdI inst'^I &/216'^I &15
31026, which is proportional to the mean value^I & of the
measured current. For typical values of^I &5100 mA used in
the experiments presented here, we finddI inst'1.5 nA,
which is a factor of 102– 103 worse than the instrumenta
resolution that is reached using the timing technique.

In practice, the resolution of our switching current me
surement is limited by the accuracy with whichtstart andtstop

can be determined in the presence of electronics noise
pointed out before, the instrumental rms resolution of
time interval counterdt ins,rms'25 ps is high. The rms fluc
tuations in the measured times due to fluctuations in the
electronics are typically much larger.

The rms fluctuationsdtstart in tstart are governed by the
voltage fluctuations of the input signals to the trigger c
cuits, i.e., the threshold voltage fluctuations and the volt
fluctuations of the current monitor signal, and the volta

FIG. 4. ~a! Current monitor voltage signalVI5RI İ across the bias resisto
~dark solid line!. The zero crossing current trigger signalVI ,TTL starting at
t5tstart ~gray line!, when trigger thresholdVI ,th ~dashed line! is reached, is
superimposed.~b! Amplified voltage signalV across the junction~dark sold
line!. Voltage trigger thresholdVth is indicated~dashed line!. The slew rate

V̇ at Vth is indicated~dash-dotted line!. Voltage trigger signalVTTL ~gray
line! with the edge rising att5tstop is superimposed on an arbitrary scal
Fluctuations of various parameters are indicated.
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noise of the trigger circuit itself; see Fig. 4~a!. Those fluc-
tuations are dominated by the rms input voltage no
dVtrig,rms'20 mV of the trigger circuit. The rms fluctuation
dVI ,rms in the voltage measurement across the bias resi
and the rms fluctuationsdVI ,th in the trigger threshold volt-
age are much smaller. Thus the fluctuations in the start t
are given approximately by

dtstart,rms'
dVtrig,rms

GIRI İ
, ~12!

whereGIRI İ is the rate of change of the output voltage of t
current monitor instrumentation amplifier operated atGI

51; see Fig. 4~a!. For a bias resistor withRI5104V and a
ramp rate ofİ 50.245 A/s we finddtstart,rms'8 ns.

The rms variationsdtstop,rmsin the timetstop of the volt-
age trigger are dominated by the rms output voltage nois
the voltage amplifierGVdVrms'6 mV and depend on the
slew rateV̇slew of the voltage signal at the amplifier outpu
see Fig. 4~b!. The fluctuations of the voltage threshold lev
dVth and the voltage noise of the comparatordVtrig are much
smaller. The voltage slew rateV̇slew was determined by
switching the junction from its zero-voltage state to the g
voltage and recording the output voltage of the amplifi
versus time; see Fig. 4~b!. V̇slew, being effectively limited by
the cutoff of theRC filters on the 1 K stage, was found to b
V̇slew'0.25 V/ms.

Thus, the resulting rms variation intstop is given by

dtstop,rms5
GVdVrms

V̇slew

, ~13!

which for the experimentally determined parameters res
in a value ofdtstop,rms'22 ns.

The total rms variation in the time measuredt5tstop

2tstart is then

dt rms5Adtstart,rms
2 1dtstop,rms

2 . ~14!

The rms noise in measured currentI is accordingly given by
dI rms5dt rmsİ and thus proportional to the current ramp ra
İ . Here it is to be noted that the uncertainty inI due to the
start trigger is independent of the current ramp rateİ ,
whereas the contribution due to the stop trigger increa
linearly with İ . For a current ramp rate ofİ 50.245 A/s,
typically used in our experiments, the resulting value
dI rms is 5.6 nA. Thus for the typical mean switching curre
^I &'325 mA of the junction considered here, we expe
relative fluctuations in^I & on the order ofdI rms/^I &'2
31025 due to the noise figures of the analog electronics

IV. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The experiments were performed using a high qua
535 mm2 tunnel junction fabricated on an oxidized silico
wafer using a standard Nb/Al–AlOx /Nb trilayer process.45

The junction had a nominal critical current density ofj c

'1.3 kA/cm2, a nominal capacitance ofC'1.6 pF and sub-
gap resistance ofR.500 V below 1.0 K.
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The switching current distribution of the sample w
measured at bath temperaturesT between 20 and 800 mK in
steps of 10 mK. The current was ramped up at a constant
of İ 50.245 A/s with a repetition rate ofn I5500 Hz. Typi-
cally, 104 switching currents were recorded at each tempe
ture. Histograms of the switching currents were calcula
with bin widths ranging from 10 to 25 nA in order to dete
mine theP(I ) distributions. In Fig. 5~a! the measuredP(I )
distributions are plotted for a set of bath temperaturesT. It is
observed that the width of theP(I ) distributions decrease
with the temperature and then saturates at low temperatu
as expected. Also, the mean switching current^I & is observed
to decrease with the temperature and then saturate at
temperatures; also see upper inset of Fig. 7.

The standard deviations I of P(I ) is plotted versusT in
Fig. 6. In the temperature range between 800 and appr
mately 300 mKs I decreases withT, indicating temperature
dependent thermal activation of the phase across the ba
Below the characteristic temperatureT!'300 mK, s I satu-

FIG. 5. ~a! Switching current distributionsP(I ) at bath temperatures be
tweenT550 and 800 mK.~b! Normalized escape rate ln(2pG/atv0)

2/3 for
the same bath temperatures. The symbols represent data, and the lin
fits.

FIG. 6. Standard deviations I of P(I ) distributions vsT. The characteristic
crossover temperatureT! is indicated.
te
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es,

w
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ier.

rates at approximately 105 nA, suggesting that escape o
phase is dominated by quantum tunneling through the b
rier. In Sec. V, theP(I ) distributions in both the thermal an
the quantum regime are analyzed quantitatively and co
pared with existing models.

V. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Thermal activation

At temperaturesT.T! escape of the phase is dominat
by thermal activation. At a fixed bias current the activati
rate is given by Eq.~7!. Using Eq. ~11!, the experimental
escape rateG(I ) is determined from theP(I ) data and com-
pared with the predictions of Eq.~7!.

To perform this comparison we rewrite Eq.~7! using the
known bias current dependence of the approximated ba
height, Eq. ~6!, and the small amplitude oscillation fre
quency, Eq.~5!,

S ln
2pG~ I !

atv0~ I ! D
2/3

5S EJ

kBTesc

4&

3 D 2/3 1

I c
~ I c2I !, ~15!

where we have introduced the effective escape tempera
Tesc.

15 The left-hand side of Eq.~15! is then calculated in a
first iteration using the experimental dataG(I ) andatv0(I )
that is estimated approximating the initially unknown val
of I c by the maximum measured switching currentI max and
using C51.61 pF determined from independent microwa
spectroscopy measurements46 of the same sample. Becaus
the right-hand side of Eq.~15! is a linear function of bias
current I , both critical currentI c in the absence of fluctua
tions and effective temperatureTescof the thermal activation
process can be determined from a linear fit of the experim
tal data. The data are transformed according to the left-h
side of Eq.~15! and the linear fits are shown in Fig. 5~b!. In
the fitting procedure the data are weighted according to t
statistical significance in theP(I ) distribution. Accordingly,
we find

I c5
cconst

clin
, ~16!

Tesc5
1

kB

F0

2p

4&

3

1

cconst
1/2 clin

, ~17!

wherecconst andclin are the two fitting parameters. The va
ues of I c and Tesc are then found with high accuracy b
iteratively repeating the fitting procedure with the value ofI c

found in the previous iteration.10 This procedure converge
rapidly due to the logarithmic dependence of the left-ha
side of Eq.~15! on I c .

We have extracted the effective escape temperatureTesc

from the experimental data according to the procedure
scribed above, taking into account the thermal prefactorat .
According to simple transition state theory, the thermal pr
actor is unity and the escape rate is determined only by
fraction of particles with energy larger than the barr
height. In the high as well as in the low damping regimes
prefactor deviates substantially from unity.47

The exact form of the prefactor is found from analysis
a classical Langevin equation for motion of the particle a

are
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cording to Eq.~2! in the presence of fluctuations~see, e.g.,
Refs. 5 and 47!. In the moderate to strong damping limit th
value ofat depends predominantly on the damping and
small oscillation frequency in the junction. In the very stro
damping limit, the inertia of the particle can be neglected a
its motion becomes diffusive.7,8 In the low to extremely low
damping regime, however, the distribution of particles in
well deviates from thermal equilibrium. The thermal esca
across the barrier depletes the population within a rang
kBT to the top of the barrier. Therefore,at becomes depen
dent on the barrier height and on the temperature. Here
use an approximate analytical expression of the thermal p
actor, calculated in Ref. 48, for the extremely low to lo
damping regime, relevant for the experimental data p
sented here

at5
4a0

~A11 ~a0QkBT/1.8U0!11!2
, ~18!

wherea0 is a numerical constant close to unity andQ is the
quality factor of the junction. An exact calculation ofat that
is valid in all damping regimes can be found in Ref. 5.

In the first step,Tesc was evaluated forat51; see open
symbols in Fig. 7. With this assumption, the escape temp
tures extracted from the data deviates approximately 100
from the bath temperature forT.T!. The discrepancy be
tweenTesc andT increases even more when the temperat

FIG. 7. Escape temperatureTesc vs bath temperatureT extracted from ex-
perimental data forat51 ~open symbols! and at according to Eq.~18!
~closed symbols!. The statistical error inTesc is less than the size of the
symbol. The dashed line corresponds toT5Tesc. The dotted line indicates
the calculated value ofT!. The lower inset shows the value ofat at the most
probable switching currentI p vs T. The error bars indicate the value ofat at
the minimumI min and maximum switching currentsI max within eachP(I )
distribution. The upper inset shows the measured mean switching curren^I &
~open squares! and the critical currentI c ~closed squares! from the fit vsT.
e

d

e
e
of

e
f-

-

a-
K

e

is raised above 800 mK~data not shown!. This deviation is
too large to be due to inaccurate estimate of the junct
capacitance or errors in calibration of the current measu
ment, thus, indicating the importance of the therm
prefactor.

In the second step, we used the thermal prefactor,
~18!, in our data analysis scheme with effective shunt res
tanceR as an adjustable parameter for determining the ju
tion quality factorQ. We found good agreement between t
escape temperatureTescextracted and the bath temperatureT
for R5240V, corresponding to a quality factor of biase
junction of approximatelyQ59565; see closed symbols in
Fig. 7. With the low damping prefactor, Eq.~18!, the differ-
ence uTesc2Tu is less than 15 mK for temperatures abo
400 mK.

For a nominally identical sample, we have extracted
quality factor Q'4565 from spectroscopic data46 on the
one-photon transition between the ground state and the
excited state of the phase below the crossover tempera
T!. Considering the frequency dependence of the damp
due to the electromagnetic environment and the accur
with which the damping can be extracted from the therm
prefactor, the two independently determined values ofQ are
in reasonable agreement.

In the lower inset of Fig. 7, the thermal prefactorat

evaluated at the most probable switching currentI p is plotted
versus temperature forT.T!. The value ofat is approxi-
mately 0.3 and is roughly independent of the bath tempe
ture. This weak temperature dependence is attributed to
almost constant ratio ofkBT/U0(I p) for the switching cur-
rent data measured at different temperatures; see Eq.~18!. At
a fixed bath temperature, the variation in bias current wit
a singleP(I ) distribution results in a noticeable variation o
at . The value ofat at the minimum and maximum switchin
currents,I min and I max, is indicated in the lower inset o
Fig. 7 by error bars.

The critical currentI c extracted from the fits is plotted in
the upper inset of Fig. 7~closed symbols!. ForT.T!, I c has
a temperature independent value of 323.4mA. For compari-
son, the temperature dependence of the mean switc
current is also plotted~open symbols! in the upper inset of
Fig. 7.

Thus, the experimental data at temperatures aboveT!

are explained well by the classical model of thermal acti
tion of the phase over a potential barrier in the presence
extremely small damping.

However, in thermal activation theory, it is assumed th
particle energies in the well are continuously distributed. F
the sample considered here, quantization of the energy o
small amplitude oscillations of the phase may be relevant
fact, we found direct evidence of energy level quantization
the phase in this and in similar samples using microwa
spectroscopy.46 At temperatures where thermal activation
observed in these experiments there are only a few leve
the well and the separation between levels is larger thankBT.
These facts indicate that the energy level structure may
relevant for the process of escape even at temperatureT
.T!.

To analyze the effect of level quantization on escape
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the phase at high temperatures we have made use of Lar
Ovchinnikov theory.49 Within the framework of this model
the escape of the phase is considered in terms of tunne
out of the well from individual energy levels. The overa
escape rateGLO(I ) depends on the population of differe
levels, which is determined by the coupling to the therm
bath. To use this theory, we have calculated the energy l
structure of the phase in the potential as dependent on
currentI . The matrix elements for transitions between in
vidual levels were evaluated and the resulting escape
was calculated by solving a master equation for the dynam
of the system. From the escape rateGLO(I ) we have calcu-
lated P(I ) distributions over a wide temperature range. T
calculatedP(I ) distributions at temperatures well belowT!,
when essentially only the ground state is populated, ar
good agreement with the distributions calculated using
WKB approximation for tunneling from the ground state.
temperatures aboveT!, the P(I ) distributions calculated us
ing Larkin–Ovchinnikov theory were consistent with our e
perimental data. More details on this analysis will be p
sented elsewhere.50

B. Quantum tunneling

At temperatures below the crossover temperature the
cape of the phase from the potential well is dominated
quantum tunneling through the barrier. The crosso
temperature,36

T!5
\v0

2pkB
H F11S 1

2QD 2G1/2

2
1

2QJ , ~19!

for this sample evaluated at the most probable switching
rent I p is approximately 280 mK, which is in good agre
ment with our experimental findings; see Fig. 6. Since
quality factor of this sample isQ'95, the reduction ofT! in
comparison to the ideal case ofQ5` is less than 1%. Ac-
cordingly, the reduction of the tunneling rate due to dissi
tion is small.

FIG. 8. Measured switching current distributionP(I ) at T520 mK ~closed
symbols!. The solid line is the predicted switching current distributionPq(I )
in the quantum regime forI c5323.5mA and C51.61 pF atT50. The
Pq(I ) distribution convoluted with a Gaussian distribution with the width
the experimental resolution is shown by the dashed line.
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Furthermore, we have compared the measuredP(I ) dis-
tributions forT!T! to the predicted distributions calculate
using the quantum tunneling rate, Eq.~8!. As an example, the
data forT520 mK are shown in Fig. 8 by closed symbol
The quantum tunneling distributionPq(I ) calculated forI c

5323.5mA andC51.61 pF is shown by the solid line. Th
critical currentI c was extracted from fits to the data in th
thermal regime. The capacitanceC was determined from in-
dependent spectroscopic measurements of the energy
structure of the same sample using the techniques desc
in Ref. 46. The most probable switching current of the c
culated distribution is in good agreement with experimen
data. However, the width of the measured distribution
slightly larger than that predicted. By calculating the conv
lution of the predicted quantum tunneling distributionPq(I )
with a Gaussian current distribution that reflects the fin
experimental resolution, we find good agreement betw
the experimental data and the theoretical prediction.

VI. DISCUSSION

The relative resolution of the switching current measu
ments demonstrated in this article is better than 3.531024

at acquisition rates on the order of 103 events per second
The noise in the analog electronic circuits used in the se
limits the resolution to approximately 231025. The switch-
ing current distribution measurements presented here
comparable to the highest resolution measurements of
type performed so far. Recent developments in the field
quantum information processing have strongly increased
interest in research on the quantum properties of Josep
junction systems.19,20,26–31Using the measurement techniqu
and setup described in this article the quantum mechan
properties of current biased Josephson junctions can be
vestigated with high accuracy.
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